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a b s t r a c t

Previous studies have invested much effort in understanding how participation in asyn-
chronous online discussion affects student learning, and what factors influence student
participation behavior. Results of these studies have been inconclusive and these in-
vestigations are often conducted from isolated perspectives. Relying on social cognitive
theory, this study proposes two dynamic student participation models in online dialogue
and particularly highlights understudied factors e collective efficacy, social ability, reading
behavior, the time dimension of participation e to examine the mediation and causal
relationship among those factors and their influence on learning. The models are tested
utilizing data collected from a large US university. Specifically, while the predictive con-
structs are operationalized through the survey instruments, the outcome measures are
modeled using electronic trace data and actual evaluation information. Data is analyzed
using the Partial Least Squares modeling method. Results demonstrate the intertwined
relationship among constructs and a different influencing mechanism for each construct
on participation behavior and learning. By comparing these two built models, the time
dimension of participation is shown to be more influential in predicting student learning
than posting and reading actions. The paper concludes with a discussion of the implica-
tions of this study.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Computer-mediated communication (CMC) has been widely applied as a teaching and learning tool for both blended and
online course in numerous disciplines (An, Shin, & Lim, 2009). These technologies offer new instructional possibilities and
unprecedented opportunities for educational interactivity (Cheng, Par�e, Collimore, & Joordens, 2011). Web-based asyn-
chronous discussion forums are one example of these CMC tools that have been extensively used to support and complement
current educational practice. The most common discussion forum is usually a text-based environment that allows individuals
to interact with one another without the constraint of time and place (Vonderwell & Zachariah, 2005). Students discuss by
writing posts and responding to the posts of others. Though the prevalence of online discussion is well-established, clear,
empirical evidence of how online discussion affects student learning is not. Examining this asynchronous tool closely will
allow instructors to understand how their students participate and learn via this medium, improve design and facilitate the
asynchronous interactions.
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Theoretically, it is reasonable to expect that online discussion has the potential to promote collaborative learning and
facilitate knowledge acquisition as manifested by enhanced student academic outcomes. To illustrate, Vygotsky (1978)
pioneered in investigating the role of language in thought and proposed that conceptual learning was a collaborative
effort requiring supportive dialogue. Slavin (1995) provided the substantial research support, showing the positive effects of
collaborative learning on achievement. While this all seems sensible in theory, empirical evidence emphasizing the beneficial
impact of online forum participation is limited. Research on online discussion has tended to center on issues like learner
completion rates, learner satisfaction, and differences between online learning and its face-to-face counterpart (Dennen,
2008a). Some studies specifically evaluated the effect of participating in online discussion on students’ learning and
generatedmixed results. For example, Cheng et al. (2011) found that a significant relationship between student final grades in
an online class with the number of discussion board postings student made during the semester. However, in other studies,
students reported that discussion board postings had little value and did not benefit their understanding of the course
content (Reisetter& Boris, 2004). Given the amount of time and energy required to develop, manage and maintain the online
discussion board, it is crucial to continue testing its value to student learning.

Moreover, posting behavior has dominated previous research on the evaluation of online board participation on student
learning. Those who contribute too few posts are often labeled as “lurkers” or “passive recipients” and are not assumed to be
actively engaged in learning (Dennen, 2008b). However, true learning dialogue requires students to read and reflect in order
to be part of a dialogue instead of just posting activities. Students who participate by reading and not by posting is analogous
to students who listen to lessons but rarely ask questions (Dennen, 2008b). Focusing only on posts may overlook the
pedagogical benefits of discussion boards associated with the students' participation through reading. Furthermore, posting
and reading is still only one dimension of measure for students' involvement in online discussion. Another useful dimension
to gauge student's participation is time (Goggins, Xing, Chen, Chen, & Wadholm, 2015). Since online discussion is roughly
considered collaborative learning (Cheng et al., 2011), time, interaction and performance (TIP) theory (McGrath, 1991) can be
applied here. This theory highlights the temporal processes in group interaction and its impact on performance. Indeed,
asynchronous online dialogue generates inevitable delays between posting and replying tomessages within a thread. Reading
and reflection time invested also varies among students. Son (2002) has speculated that this time attribute of participation
may impact student learning. Besides reading behavior, a more formal investigation of the time feature has yet to be
conducted.

In addition to studies exploring how participation in online discussion influences student learning, a great deal of research
has also inspected factors impacting student participation behavior (Wang, Laffey, Xing,&Ma, in press). After all, a necessary,
if not sufficient, condition for discussion to aid learning is to participate in the discussion. A review of previous literature
reveals that interface characteristics, content and material, student roles, instructional tasks, and information overload were
identified as factors influencing student participation in online dialogue (Ma, Friel, & Xing, 2014; Vonderwell & Zachariah,
2005). However, little research has been conducted to examine the influence of collaboration-related factors in affecting
students’ participation in online discussion (Xing, Kim, & Goggins, 2015). Bandura (1997) proposed collective efficacy, the
perception of group capability to achieve a goal, to be one of the most powerful motivational beliefs, has positive effect on
various aspects of group collaboration. Similarly, social ability, the measure of how able students are in using the resources of
their social context to achieve goals, is also suggested to impact collaborativework (Laffey, Lin,& Lin, 2006). The current study
plans to investigate how collective efficacy and social ability impact student behavior and learning in online discussion. On
the other hand, the documented studies have typically examined how different variables affect student participation and how
participation influences student learning in separate models, losing insight into the intertwined relationship of these factors
with participation and learning. It is desirable to investigate how online discussion activity can contribute to student learning
from a more integrative perspective.

Overall, the present study seeks to build a model to understand how students participate and learn in online discussion.
Inspired by social cognitive theory, two competitive models are constructed using the Partial Least Squares modeling tech-
niques to examine how system functionality, collective efficacy and social ability are embodied as two dimensions of
participation behaviors (posting and reading; time) in online discussion influencing student learning outcomes. While the
first model focuses on how posting and reading actions in influencing learning performance, the secondmodel centers on the
time dimension of posting and reading in affecting learning performance. Our results present models that explain how these
constructs influence student learning in the asynchronous online discussion as a whole.

2. Theoretical framework and research models

Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1986) relies on the premise of triadic reciprocal causation, which shows that cognitive
factors, environmental factors and human behavioral factors interact with and influence each other. Cognitive factors, also
known as personal factors, include personal cognition, emotion, efficacy and biological events. In our study, the psychological
characteristics of collective efficacy and social ability are contextualized as cognitive factors. Environmental factors refer to
social and physical traits reflected by system functionality in this study. Behavioral factors refer to people involved in
cognitive and social events. The concept of behavior can be viewed in many ways (Bandura, 2001). For example, people can
acquire new behaviors and knowledge by simply observing a model of person. There is also an assumption of goal-directed
behavior, where people set goals for themselves and direct their behaviors accordingly. Or Behavior ultimately becomes self-
regulated that people being to regulate their own learning and behavior. In the context of online discussion, these behaviors
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can be denoted mainly in two aspects: action (posting and reading), and time. The time dimension can be more specifically
classified as posting delay time and reading time.

In order to better examine and compare posting and reading as well as the typically overlooked time aspect of behavior
and their influence on student learning, we build two models. Reading and posting are put into one model and time-aspect
behavior is put into another one. These models are inspired by social cognitive theory, in which system functionality (SF),
collective efficacy (CE), social ability (SA), posting action (PA), reading action (RA), posting delay time (PT), and reading time
(RT) are exogenous and/or mediation variables. Learning performance (LP) is an endogenous variable. Fig. 1 shows the two
models along with the research hypotheses (H1 to H14), where Model 1 focuses on action andModel 2 focuses on time. These
models cannot only show the significant relationship between two related constructs (e.g. SF significantly affects CE, or RA
significantly influences LP) but also show the overall structure (Model 1 or Model 2) of student participation in asynchronous
online discussion. This structure can inform the later mediation analysis to examine the mediating effects e.g. whether SA
mediates SF's influence on RA orwhether RTmediates CE's influence on LP. Detailed of the hypotheses will be explained in the
following sections.

2.1. Behavioral factors

Research has found that participation in asynchronous online discussion can promote knowledge construction, critical
thinking and problem solving through interaction with other students and instructors (Kay, 2006). Without student
participation, a discussion cannot occur in the first place. Participation in online discussion boards can be measured from
multiple dimensions. Specifically, posting and reading actions measure the number of posts a student writes and reads.
Posting time in this study gauges the time between amessage being posted and a student's response to that message. Reading
time measures the time that the student spends viewing posts. Various studies have found that these actions and times can
affect student learning performance. For example, Patel and Aghayere (2006) studied the relation between forum partici-
pation and learning performance in two undergraduate civil engineering courses. They found that number of posts (posting
action) and post views (reading action) in the discussion forum were positively correlated with student final grade. Similar
findings were also obtained in a study by Ramos and Yudko (2008). In terms of the time attribute, even though not many
analyses have been performed, a greater delay in response is generally considered to have a negative impact on learning (Kay,
2006; Son, 2002). Kuboni and Martin (2004) asked students to estimate the frequency and average time of each visit. They
suggested that more frequent visits and more time spent on each visit can increase student learning performance in the
course. Therefore, reading, posting and time are all expected to influence student learning. We propose the following
hypotheses:

H1. Posting action is positively correlated with student learning performance.

H2. Reading action is positively correlated with student learning performance.

H3. Less responding time delay is positively correlated with student learning performance.

H4. Reading time is positively correlated with student learning performance.
2.2. Cognitive factors

Collective efficacy represents a group's shared beliefs that it can accomplish a task successfully, and is essential to
motivation and effectiveness (Bandura,1997). Previous studies have focused on individual motivation and efficacy despite the
Fig. 1. Hypothesized Research models: Does student action (posting and reading) or time (posting delay time and reading time) in online dialogue have greater
influence on learning performance? Specifically, these abbreviations are represented as below: system functionality (SF), collective efficacy (CE), social ability
(SA), posting action (PA), reading action (RA), posting delay time (PT), reading time (RT), Learning performance (LP). H is an abbreviation for Hypothesis, and there
are 14 hypotheses in total (H1 to H14) for the two models.
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fact that online discussion occurs in a collaborative setting.What a student learns from an online discussion board is not static
knowledge but is a creative cognitive process of coming up with ideas and reshaping them in light of peer interactions.
Collaborative knowledge construction takes place through such cognitive processes. When students are involved in an online
discussion, the stronger the sense of collective efficacy that the student has, the more challenging goals the student may set
and persist in achieving in face of difficulty (Bandura, 1997). Students with this belief are ultimately more likely to participate
and interact more in online dialogue. In fact, research has also demonstrated that collective efficacy has a significant effect on
student collaborative processes, such as levels of effort and persistence. For instance, Lee and Farh (2004) indicate that
collective efficacy plays a significant role in group cohesion. Task cohesion, concentrating on task commitment, also has a
strong relationship with collective efficacy (Wang & Hwang, 2012). Both group cohesion and task cohesion requires active
participation in the group activity. Therefore, a positive relationship between collective efficacy and student participation in
online discussion is expected and the following hypotheses are proposed.

H5. Collective efficacy is positively correlated with student posting action.

H6. Collective efficacy is positively correlated with student reading action.

H7. Collective efficacy is positively correlated with less time delay for student to response.

H8. Collective efficacy is positively correlated with reading time for student.

Social ability refers to howcapable students are in employing resources in a social context to accomplish goals (Laffey et al.,
2006). Social ability in online learning situation is defined as the fit among people, task and tools. It is mainly constructed
from three aspects: social navigation, social presence and connectedness (Laffey et al., 2006). Social navigation indicates “a
phenomenon, in which a user's navigation through an information space was primarily guided and structured by the ac-
tivities of others within that space” (Dourish, 1999, p. 18). It represents being aware of what others are doing as a guidance for
one's own actions. In a social context, much of what people do derives from learning and observing the actions of others
(Laffey et al., 2006). For instance, when students participate in online dialogue, they can identify hot topics by looking at the
number of posts under each heading. Social presence reflects the capacity to connect and keep students engaged in inter-
action. In networked virtual environments such as online discussion boards, social presence is advanced as the sense of “being
there” and the sense of “being there with others”. Picciano (2002) found positive relationships between students' perceived
social presence and the perceived learning experience. Social connectedness is the social ties among people and the value
they perceive in being connected in a social context. Social ability is a synthetic representation of individuals' beliefs about
their capacity to learnwithin the social affordances of their environment (Tsai et al., 2008). In other words, students who have
greater social ability tend to be more aware of and act upon peer and instructors' actions (Tsai et al., 2008). Research has
shown that social ability is a critical construct for encouraging students from peripheral to central roles in a community (Tsai
et al., 2008), and heavily depends on participation in the social activity. Hence, a positive relationship between social ability
and student participation is expected:

H9. Social ability is positively correlated with student posting action.

H10. Social ability is positively correlated with student reading action.

H11. Social ability is positively correlated with less time delay for student response.

H12. Social ability is positively correlated with reading time for student.
2.3. Environmental factors

System functionality of the online discussion systems is a fundamental determinant of effective online collaboration
(Schweir, 2002). It measures the perceived ability of the environment for task-specific support, problem solving, and
collaboration. Similar to the construct of self-efficacy, the environment of a student group provides sources of information for
collective efficacy. Bandura (1997) suggested that collective efficacy is very likely conveyed by the interaction process affected
by the environment and context. That is, as a concept that develops over time, collective efficacy is impacted by the envi-
ronment and the interacting entities in them. Moreover, empirical studies have found that system functionality majorly
influenced user beliefs and attitude in multiple distance learning contexts. For example, Hara and Kling (2000) found that
students' feelings of how they are supported by the communication system affect their satisfaction with the online learning
and their motivation to use the system. As an environmental factor, system functionality is supposed to influence students'
collective efficacy. On the other hand, without quality system provisions (e.g., communication channels), students may feel
isolated and disempowered to accomplish the scheduled tasks. In Schweir (2002)’s study, system functionality was crucial to
building online learning communities as a foundational infrastructure for students to be social. We hypothesize that system
functionality will affect students’ social ability as well.

H13. System functionality is positively correlated with student collective efficacy.

H14. System functionality is positively correlated with student social ability.
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3. Research methodology

3.1. Research context

The data reported in this paper represent a subset of data gathered in a larger study conducted in the context of an online
graduate student course on Computer Support for Collaborative Learning, offered in a large mid-western US university.
Twenty-four students were involved in this study and completed all course activities. Sakai was used as a collaborative
environment that supported the CSCL course. The CANS (http://www.cansaware.org) system was applied to provide activity
awareness information. When a student logged into Sakai and posted a message or read a message, CANS made a note of it
and saved the information into the logs automatically. All discussions in the course were facilitated through Sakai using a
JForum discussion board. JForum is integrated with both CANS and Sakai. Specifically, the datawe analyzed using onemodule
of the data lasting two weeks, where students worked collaboratively in groups using the discussion board to design a two
day online learning module. Survey datawere collected before the module started and the log data from CANS were gathered
from all the students when the module was completed.

3.2. Measure development

All instruments were adapted from existing literature to increase validity. Social ability is measured via the social ability
survey developed by Laffey et al. (2006) with 12 items in it. The initial alpha coefficient for these 12 items is 0.811, suggesting
that the items have relatively high internal consistency. Collective efficacy was operationalized through a survey constructed
by Hardin, Fuller, and Valacich (2006) for virtual teams with 4 items in it. The initial alpha coefficient value 0.893, also
indicating a high internal consistency for these items. System functionality was informed by Sonnenwald's (2005) infor-
mation horizons concept regarding how a person perceives the usefulness of an environment, and adapted to the Sakai
discussion context including 3 items. The initial alpha coefficient is 0.67, suggesting an acceptable internal consistency for
these items. These constructs were presented to students with a Likert scale.

Unlike previous studies using self-report questionnaires to reflect student learning experience or performance, we applied
actual assignment evaluation data to generate measures for student learning. The purpose of the task analyzed was for group
members to develop an online module that can be implemented in a real-life environment. Two raters proceeded to evaluate
the work products and generate a group grade based on the rubric. Each individual student was then asked to rate and
nominate their group members and the whole class. The frequency of rating from other group members or other students
generates the individual grade. Therefore, student learning performance is represented by two indicators e group and in-
dividual grade.

Similar to the measure of learning performance, student participation behaviors are measured based on the actual usage
data instead of perceived information from the questionnaire. Because CANS already records specific information about
student writing and reading behavior on the discussion board, the number of posts a student writes and reads can be
calculated directly from the CANS log data. Specifically, posting action (PA) is represented as the number of posts a student
wrote during this module. Reading action is calculated as the total frequency of reading action recorded by CAN during this
time. The posting time is first modeled as the sum of time delay for responding to posts. Then, an inverse valuewas calculated
because a low number indicates a quick response. Last, because students had different numbers of posts, posting time (PT)
was finally reflected as an inverse value of the total delay time for response divided by number of posts to create an average.

Reading timewas estimated as the total time student used for consecutive reading actions. For example, as shown in Fig. 2,
if the log data for a student showed as sequence: reading, reading, reading, writing, reading, reading. The reading time is
Fig. 2. Reading time estimation method.

http://www.cansaware.org
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calculated as the time from the first reading to the third reading added to the time from fourth reading to the fifth reading. The
intersection between reading and writing was removed. Also, since most of the posts are relatively short, it is difficult for a
graduate student to finish one post using a long time. Therefore, if time between one reading action to the next is more than
30 min, it was considered to be inaccurate data and was not incorporated into the reading time calculation due to the
likelihood that a student may have turned to another activity instead of reading posts. This is our estimation and assumption.
Other measurement strategies such as using screen capture technologies and eye-tracking may generate more accurate
measures of reading time (see Fig. 3).
3.3. Partial Least Squares (PLS) modeling

The PLS method is a multivariate statistical modeling technique used to test the relationships between a set of inde-
pendent variables and dependent variables. It is considered to be the second generation of multivariate analysis (Fornell &
Larcker, 1981), integrating multiple regression, path analysis, principle component analysis, and multiple discriminant
analysis. As a component-based structural equation modeling technique, PLS is particularly suitable for predicative appli-
cations, while the linear structure relationships (LISREL) model is more oriented towards theory testing and development.
The LISREL model must estimate model parameters in order to reproduce the covariance matrix of the measures to see how
well the hypothesized model “fits” supplied data. By contrast, PLS aims to maximize variance and explain it in a regression
sense. Hence, R2 and the significance of relationships among measures are indicative of how well a model performs.

In addition, the assumption of normality is not required for PLS, and the technique shows utility even with small sample
sizes (Chin, Marcolin, & Newsted, 1996). By conducting a Monte Carlo simulation study on PLS with small samples, Chin et al.
(1996) found that PLS approach can offer information about the appropriateness of indicators for sample sizes as low as 20
and even under conditions inwhich there aremore variables than observations. Fornell and Bookstein (1982) stated that “PLS
involves no assumptions about the population or scale of measurement and consequently works without distributional
assumptions and with nominal, ordinal, and interval scaled variables” (p. 443). Considering the sample size and the
explanatory nature of the study, the PLS method is preferred for model testing.
4. Results

4.1. Measurement model

The PLS measurement model was assessed by evaluating the reliability, internal consistency, convergent validity and
discriminant validity through a confirmatory factor analysis. In terms of individual item reliability, Chin (1998) indicated that
items should load highly (greater than 0.7) on their intended constructs. Loadings with 0.5 or 0.6 are still acceptable on the
condition that there are additional indicators in the construct for comparison analysis (Chin, 1998). As a result, four items
(social ability Item 1, 5, 7, 10) were removed because their factor loadings were smaller than 0.5. This allowed all factor
loadings of the measurements (Table 1) to meet the suggested condition.

To evaluate the internal consistency and construct reliability, composite reliability was calculated. As suggested by
Nunnally (1978), composite reliability should be greater than 0.7 and most constructs in this study satisfied the condition
(Table 1). The system functionality construct is very close to 0.7 and is generally considered acceptable in social science.
Regarding convergent validity, it is suggested that average variance extracted (AVE) for each factor should be larger than 0.5.
Table 1 shows the values of AVEs meet the recommendation. Discriminant validity demonstrates that each measure item
weakly correlates with all other constructs except for the one of interest. It is valid if the squared root of AVE is greater than
the correlations between latent variables (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). Table 2 indicates that all the scales meet the suggested
requirement and manifests an adequate validity of the measurements.
Fig. 3. The PLS model results.



Table 1
Individual item loadings. Construct reliability and convergent validity.

Construct Composite reliability AVE Item Loading

System functionality 0.66 0.50 SF1 0.85
SF2 0.80
SF3 0.70

Collective efficacy 0.84 0.69 CE1 0.61
CE2 0.94
CE3 0.86
CE4 0.88

Social ability 0.88 0.50 SA2 0.72
SA3 0.76
SA4 0.63
SA6 0.65
SA8 0.84
SA9 0.80
SA11 0.87
SA12 0.57

Posting action 1.00 1.00 PA1 1.00
Reading action 1.00 1.00 RA1 1.00
Posting time 1.00 1.00 PT1 1.00
Reading time 1.00 1.00 RT1 1.00
Learning performance 0.75 0.77 LP1 0.97

LP2 0.78

AVE ¼ Average Variance Extracted.
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4.2. Structural models: direct effects

The structural PLS model was modeled using themaximum likelihoodmethod. In addition, bootstrapping resampling was
conducted to assess the statistical significance of path coefficients. Compared with traditional t-tests, bootstrapping
resampling allows the significance of parameter estimation from the data to be tested without assuming multivariate
normality (Chin, 1998) and also remediates the sample size in this study to some extent. Table 3 shows the hypotheses, path
coefficients (b), and t-values. Fig. 2 presents a graphical representation with path coefficients, and R2.

As shown in Table 3, most of the hypotheses are supported. H1 and H2 posit that both posting action and reading action
positively impact student's learning performance. According to Table 3, posting action has a positive effect on learning
performance (0.50, p < 0.05) as does reading action (0.81, p < 0.001). Therefore H1 and H2 are supported. Positive conclusions
are also reached for H3 and H4, which state that posting delay time (0.48, p < 0.01) and reading time (0.68, p < 0.001)
positively affect student learning performance. In general, participation in online discussion does influence student learning.
Such influence does not simply come from the number of posts that a student makes, but also includes non-visible behaviore
reading posts. Furthermore, participation also has a time dimension, reflected by the posting delay time and reading time. In
fact, based on the path coefficient (b), reading behavior and time attribute of participation are more influential predictors for
learning than the typically considered posting behavior.

H5 and H6 are not confirmed, showing that collective efficacy is not significantly correlated with student posting and
reading action in online discussion. By contrast, H7 and H8 are supported, indicating that collective efficacy significantly
influences both post delay time (0.42, p < 0.05) and reading time (0.55, p < 0.01) respectively. The positive effect of social
ability on posting action is not confirmed, and therefore H9 is not supported. But social ability is shown to influence reading
action significantly (0.48, p < 0.05), offering support for H10. H11 is not supported due to the insignificant result, meaning that
social ability is not positively correlated with posting delay time. However, the positive effect of social ability on reading time
is confirmed (0.33, p < 0.05), which supports H12. Briefly, collective efficacy affects students' participation in regards to
posting delay and reading time but does not relate to their concrete actions (posting action and reading action). Social ability
impacts students’ reading participation (reading action and reading time) but not posting (posting action and posting delay
time).
Table 2
Discriminant validity.

Construct SF CE SA PA/PT RA/RT SP

System functionality 0.71
Collective efficacy 0.23 0.83
Social ability 0.56 0.05 0.71
Posting action/posting time 0.27 0.13 0.12 1.00
Reading action/reading time 0.04 0.16 0.45 0.68 1.00
Learning performance 0.25 0.10 0.17 0.05 0.47 0.88

Diagonal elements (bold) are the square root of the AVE of each construct.



Table 3
Hypotheses testing results.

H0 Path coefficient (b) t-value (bootstrap) Decision

H1 PA -> LP 0.50* 2.12 Supported
H2 RA -> LP 0.81*** 3.44 Supported
H3 PT -> LP 0.48** 2.76 Supported
H4 RT -> LP 0.68*** 3.93 Supported
H5 CE -> PA 0.12 0.55 Not supported
H6 CE -> RA 0.24 1.19 Not supported
H7 CE -> PT 0.42* 2.12 Supported
H8 CE -> RT 0.55** 3.22 Supported
H9 SA -> PA 0.10 0.48 Not supported
H10 SA -> RA 0.48* 2.51 Supported
H11 SA -> PT 0.05 0.23 Not supported
H12 SA -> RT 0.33* 1.96 Supported
H13 SF -> CE 0.23 1.10 Not supported
H14 SF -> SA 0.56** 3.13 Supported

*: p **: p ***: p.
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System functionality is not significantly correlated with collective efficacy, and hence H13 is rejected. However, system
functionality affects student social ability in an online discussion board significantly (0.56, p < 0.01), supporting H14. When
comparingModel 1 andModel 2, the goodness of fit measure for Model 2 (0.40) is better thanModel 1 (0.33). Also, in terms of
the prediction power of the two models, Fig. 2 shows that Model 2 outperforms Model 1 because Model 2 explains 45% of the
variance of learning performance but Model 1 only explains 36%. It provides evidence that time is even more important in
understanding and explaining student learning in online discussion forum than simply posting and reading actions.
4.3. Structural models: Mediating effects

We further examined indirect, mediation effects in these two models. The rationale behind this analysis is that social
cognitive theory endows a central position to cognitive processes (Bandura, 1997), which indicates that the environment
influences a person's behaviors through cognitive mechanism. Therefore, social ability is expected to have mediating effects
on the relationship between system functionality and students' participation behavior. Also, student participation behavior
embodying or mediating the cognitive factors reflected as learning performance are tested as well. Baron and Kenny (1986)
suggested three steps to examine the mediator: a) independent variable must significantly influence mediator; b) inde-
pendent variable must significantly influence the dependent variable; c) both independent variable and mediator are
employed to predict the dependent variable: if both of them significantly affect the dependent variable, then this mediator
partially mediate the impact of the independent variable on the dependent variable; if the influence of the mediator is
significant but the influence of independent variable is not, then the mediator fully mediates the impact of independent
variable on dependent variable.

As shown in Table 4, the direct link between system functionality and social ability was significant and hence satisfied the
first condition. However, the link between system functionality and reading action was not significant. Thus, the second
condition is not met. Therefore, social ability did not mediate the influence of system functionality on reading action. Using
the same logic, it was concluded that social ability did not mediate the influence of system functionality on reading time
either. The links between social ability and reading action and learning performance were significant, and thus, the first
condition and second conditionwere satisfied. Moreover, the direct relationship between social ability with student learning
performance was significant when the link between reading action and student learning performance was added, while the
latter links was also significant. Hence, according to condition three, reading action partially mediated the relationship be-
tween social ability and student learning performance. Based on a similar induction method, we could conclude that reading
time fully mediated the influence of social ability on learning performance. While posting time fully mediated the effect of
collective efficacy on learning performance, reading time only partially mediated such effect.
Table 4
Mediating effect tests.

IV M DV IV -> M IV->DV IV þ M -> DV Mediating effect

IV M

SF SA RA 0.57*** 0.13 0.34* 0.61*** Not supported
SF SA RT 0.57*** 0.33 0.16 0.38* Not supported
SA RA LP 0.48** 0.48*** 0.32* 0.43** Partially mediated
SA RT LP 0.45** 0.48** 0.29 0.38* Fully mediated
CE PT LP 0.46** 0.36* 0.41* 0.39* Partially mediated
CE RT LP 0.56*** 0.36* 0.07 0.52** Fully mediated

*: p **: p ***: p.
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5. Discussion

Informed by social cognitive theory, this study constructs two student participation models in an asynchronous online
discussion context. Our models contribute to the understanding of how participation in online discussion can benefit student
learning and how system functionality, collective efficacy and social ability affect students' participation in online dialogue.
The findings on the value of participating online discussion benefiting learning not only reconfirm and remain consistent with
prior studies, but also provide new empirical evidence on the association of reading behavior and time aspect of participation
on learning. Specifically, the number of posts students write is significantly correlated with students' learning performance.
This finding is in line with previous research (Cheng et al., 2011; Patel & Aghayere, 2006). Also, the results indicate that the
number of times that a student reads posts also influence student learning performance significantly. In addition, we show
that the less time delay student uses to response to others’ posts, or the more time student spends on reading, the higher
learning performance the student can achieve.

Though the research community usually focuses on number of posts students make when examining student learning in
using online discussion tools, our research demonstrates that the number of posts students read, the time delay for
responding, and the time spent on reading posts also matters. In fact, these additional factors are even more influential than
number of posts made in predicting learning achievement. Particularly, the number of posts that a student reads is the best
predictor of learning achievement, followed by reading time, time delay and number of posts. When we purposely put the
time dimension in a separate model, the experiment results shows that time dimension of online discussion is more
important than the number of posts written or read in explaining variance in student learning performance. While many
studies consider students who post less or not at all as lurkers (Dennen, 2008b; Cheng et al., 2011), our study shows that
student can participate through reading and that their participation time is also important. These findings have very practical
implications for online discussion activities. Given that the common practice for teachers is to use number of posts as the
measure of student performance (Dennen, 2008a), the results from our study may inspire the establishment of new per-
spectives of learning and assessment for online discussion activity in addition to the number of posts.

This study also introduces collective efficacy and social ability into the online discussion research community. Previous
studies have generally investigated the “individual” factor in impacting students' participation in online discussion such as
motivation, learning style, gender etc. (Vonderwell & Zachariah, 2005). As a complex collaborative knowledge building
process, collective efficacy and social ability capture the emergent dynamics created by multiple factors across people and
sources in online discussion context. The results display that collective efficacy significantly affects time delay in responding
to posts and time spent on reading. Additionally, social ability is positively correlated with the number of posts that a student
has read and time spent on reading. Collective efficacy and social ability bring new understanding to how online discussion
takes place and varies among students. Practically, if the instructor intends to promote participation, he or she can find away
to improve students' collective efficacy and social ability first, as both of these constructs are related to students’ innate
motivation and ability. Moreover, we also examine the role of system functionality in online discussion. Although system
characteristics or discussion interface design was found to influence student participation in previous study (Vonderwell &
Zachariah, 2005), the system functionality construct in our study does not influence student participation. Future studies can
further investigate the effect of the system characteristics on student participation.

In addition, prior research has centered on the direct influence of collective efficacy, social ability and system functionality
on online participation and learning, and investigated them in separate models (Laffey et al., 2006; Vonderwell & Zachariah,
2005; Wang & Hwang, 2012 ). Hence it is difficult to have an in-depth understanding of the influencing processes of these
factors. The reported study enriches literature on student online discussion by providing insights into the influencing
mechanism of these constructs in online discussion participation and learning. Specifically, we examined the mediating
effects of social ability on participation and the mediating effects of participation factors on student learning performance.
The results reveal that the influence of these factors is more complex than the reported studies on direct effects. There are
mediating effects in those constructs and the mediating power varies among them. To illustrate, reading action partially
mediates the influence of social ability on student learning performance and posting time partially mediates the influence of
collective efficacy on learning performance. By contrast, reading time fully mediates the influence of both social ability and
collective efficacy on student learning performance.

Methodologically, previous studies have only used self-reported data to measure the constructs used in their models
(Dennen, 2008a; Wang & Hwang, 2012). However, self-reported participation or evaluation instruments may not address the
student participation and performance appropriately (Xing, Wadholm,& Goggins, 2014), and can be different from the actual
case (Tsai et al., 2008). Moreover, the potential of commonmethod bias exists (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee,& Podsakoff, 2003)
if the independent variables and dependent variables are self-reported by the same individuals. Unlike those works, the
present study applied actual evaluation of the student works as the learning performance indicator. In addition, this study
took advantage of the advancement of information systems by modeling student participation in online discussion using
actual electronic trace data of student behaviors as proposed in “learning analytics” (Xing, Guo, Petakovic, & Goggins, 2015;
Xing, Wadholm, & Goggins, 2015). Our study presents a potential approach to the measurement of constructs in online
education studies, possibly with greater validity and objectivity.

Moreover, social cognitive theory is not proposed for technology-medicated communication. It is defined and usually
examined through the traditional learning context (Bandura, 1986). While this current study agrees with the traditional
perspective that inner forces and environmental stimuli drive people as combined influences, these forces and factors may
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embody newmeanings in CMC. Previously, personal cognitive factor has usually been confined to self-efficacy andmotivation
related factors based on environmental sources of information such as performance accomplishment and vicarious experi-
ence (Bandura, 1997). In technology-supported situations, the environmental stimuli include technological factors and the
functionality of technology influences the communication and interaction between the cognitive and environmental factors
(Xing & Goggins, 2015). In turn, the cognitive capabilities need to go beyond traditional domains to incorporate factors that
denote students’ competency in working in the social technical context such as social ability. Moreover, this study also ex-
pands the behavior dimensions of the social cognitive theory by incorporating the time aspect into the model. This temporal
dimension is unique to the CMC (Chen, Chen,& Xing, 2015) to some extent since it can be easily observed and operationalized
using electronic trace data. With the affordance of technology, behavior changes through the lens of social cognitive theory
can be explained in a more nuanced way. This work demonstrates the potential to redefine social cognitive theory in the
context of people acting with technology.

6. Conclusion

The reported study developed and empirically explored two student participation behavior models in online discussion
through the lens of social cognitive theory. These two models demonstrated how different aspects of participation behavior
influence student learning performance differently and especially highlighted the often overlooked influence of reading
behavior and time dimension of participation. Moreover, these models investigated the role of collective efficacy, social
ability, and system functionality in online discussion and explained how these constructs interact with participation behavior
to generate a significant impact on student learning.

Even though the findings of the reported are significant for CMC and promising in igniting new discussions on how
students participate in asynchronous online discussion, it should be acknowledged that these findings emerge from one,
specific context: a computer supported collaborative learning course at a major research university. Researchers need to be
careful to over generalize the findings to other contexts without further considerations. Future studies can actually replicate
this research to other disciplines and contexts with more test subjects to reach a more generalized model of student
participation in asynchronous online discussion. Moreover, in this study, posting and reading action only considered the
quantitative aspect of participation, and quality was not properly recognized. Future research can examine how to incorporate
the quality measure into the models of participation and further examine changes of models and their influence on student
learning.
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